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a b s t r a c t
We apply Abstract Interpretation to the problem of genotype elimination in pedigrees.
First, we give a formalization of some existing algorithms that try to remove from
pedigrees all genotypes that violate the Mendelian rules of inheritance. The formalization
enables the application of the Abstract Interpretation technique to the problem. We
then introduce a particular abstraction, parameterized on given partitions of the set of
genotypes. We instantiate this abstraction in order to obtain two existing algorithms for
Allele Consolidation, thus giving a formal proof of their correctness. Moreover, the second
of these two algorithms is shown to be an example of a forward complete abstraction.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The problemof genotype elimination [8] arises in the context of likelihood computation for pedigrees. A pedigree is a data
structure recording the parental relations among a given set of individuals and some genetic information for each individual.
An example pedigree can be seen in Fig. 1. The pedigree contains a circle for every female and a box for every male. Parental
relations are represented by lines that connect to a node (the so called marriage node). Arrows depart from the marriage
nodes to the children of the couple. Inside the circle (or the box) there can be some data regarding the individual: in this
example we have an identification number and some genetic information. Genetic information consists of a list of possible
genotypes for each individual, where each genotype is a (unordered) pair of alleles, taken from a finite set of possible alleles.
For some individual no genetic information is available. In Fig. 1 these individuals are marked with ‘‘??’’. The Mendelian
law of inheritance says that every individual must have inherited an allele from her mother, and the other allele from her
father. The genotype elimination problemconsists in removing fromeach list all those genotypes that are actually impossible
according to the Mendelian law of inheritance.
The problem is very complex, due to its combinatorial nature and the fact that the removal of a genotype from a list
may have repercussions in far distant parts of the pedigree. The related problem of choosing a genotype from the list of
each individual, so that the resulting pedigree follows the Mendelian rules of inheritance, has been shown to be NP-hard [1]
when there are more than two alleles.
This paper is motivated by the idea that we can cope with the complexity of the problem if we are willing to accept
approximate solutions (something which is already accepted in [8]) and that this approximation can be usefully modeled
byAbstract Interpretation [2,3]. By ‘‘approximate solution’’ wemean a solution thatmay still contain inconsistent genotypes,
while always guaranteeing that only inconsistent genotypes have been removed. This is still useful, since every removed
genotype reduces the cost of subsequent genetic analysis on the pedigree.
InAbstract Interpretation a concrete domain of computation is replacedby an abstract one, related to the concrete domain
by a precisely defined notion of approximation. In particular, the relation between the concrete and abstract domain may
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Fig. 1. An example pedigree.
be designed to capture some notion of soundness relevant for the problem at hand. Then, the operations on the concrete
domain are reinterpreted in the abstract one, in a way that is precisely guided by the defined approximation so that
soundness is preserved. A concrete algorithm is thus transformed into an abstract one almost systematically. This has great
benefits whenever the concrete ‘‘algorithm’’ is actually uncomputable, or it is very expensive in time and/or space, since
the abstract algorithm may instead be computable, or less expensive. Clearly, the benefits are usually paid by the fact that
only approximate solutions are obtained by the abstract algorithm, but we still have the guarantee that the approximate
solutions are nevertheless sound.
In order to use the Abstract Interpretation framework, the concrete domain and operationsmust be precisely formalized.
Moreover, the framework is easier to use if all operations are modeled as functions. However, existing algorithms for
genotype elimination are expressed only informally. Fig. 2 shows the Lange–Goradia algorithm [8], which is the algorithm
most widely used for the problem of genotype elimination and which is the main focus of the paper (we explain the terms
used in the algorithm in Section 4). A first contribution of the paper is to give a formalization of the algorithm which
is suitable for Abstract Interpretation. The formalization encompasses also the algorithm presented in [11], which is an
extension of the Lange–Goradia algorithm for pedigrees containing loops.
Once the concrete domain and operations have been formalized, interesting and useful abstractions have to be designed.
The abstraction we propose in this paper is motivated by the fact that there already exist algorithms that find approximate
solutions to the genotype elimination problem [12,5]. Even if these algorithms are presented only informally and not in the
framework of Abstract Interpretation, they are clearly reminiscent of it. Formalization of these algorithms into the Abstract
Interpretation framework can then both provide a first example of abstraction, and give a rigorous proof for the correctness
of the algorithms themselves. In particular, Allele Consolidation consists in replacing several alleles with a single allele, in
order to reduce the size of the genotype lists before performing a genotype elimination algorithm, which typically is Lange–
Goradia. The alleles that have been ‘‘lumped together’’ in this way are either all inherited, or none at all. The choice of which
alleles are lumped together can be done either globally, for the whole of the pedigree, or locally with a different choice for
each individual. This latter strategy has been proposed in [12] and implemented in the PedCheck tool [13]. Note that in a
local strategy parents and children may have different sets of lumped alleles, so the Mendelian law of inheritance and the
Lange–Goradia algorithm have to be reinterpreted. This is where the algorithm is reminiscent of Abstract Interpretation.
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A. For each pedigree member, list only those genotypes compatible with his or her phenotype.
B. For each nuclear family:
1. Consider each mother–father genotype pair.
a. Determine which zygote genotypes can result.
b. If each child in the nuclear family has one or more of these zygote genotypes among his current list of
genotypes, then save the parental genotypes. Also save any child genotypematching one of the created
zygote genotypes.
c. If any child has none of these zygote genotypes among his current list of genotypes—i.e., is incompatible
with the current parental pair of genotypes—take no action to save any genotypes.
2. For each person in the nuclear family, exclude any genotypes not saved during step 1 above.
C. Repeat part B until no more genotypes can be excluded.
Fig. 2. The Lange–Goradia [8] algorithm.
In [5] the author and his coworkers have proposed a different Allele Consolidation algorithm, AAC, in which the choice of
lumped alleles is not only local, but also dynamically changed during the genotype elimination algorithm. Both PedCheck
and the implementation of AAC are able to greatly reduce the running time of the Lange–Goradia algorithm. In this paper we
model Allele Consolidation as an Abstract Interpretation based on a partitioning abstract domain [16]. Concrete alleles are
replaced by blocks of a partition of the set of alleles. To model local Allele Consolidation, we allow for a different partition
for each individual in the pedigree. We show that the algorithm used in PedCheck is obtained by Abstract Interpretation
of the Lange–Goradia algorithm using this abstract domain, and is thus sound. The AAC algorithm is also formalized in this
framework, and it is shown to be not only sound but also forward complete [9]. This is a stronger property than soundness,
and is used to show that the algorithm actually introduces no approximation w.r.t. Lange–Goradia, as already claimed in [5].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls some mathematical notion used in the rest of the paper
and settles some notation. Section 3 summarizes the relevant facts of Abstract Interpretation, expanding on the notions
of forward completeness and its difference with the more common notion of (backward) completeness. Section 4 gives a
formalization of the Lange–Goradia algorithm, introducing the concrete domains and operators that have to be abstracted.
Section 5 outlines the general procedure that has to be followed to apply Abstract Interpretation to the concrete domains
introduced in the previous section. Section 6 follows this procedure in order to apply the partitioning abstraction to the
Lange–Goradia algorithm. Section 7 shows how the algorithms in [12] and [5] use the abstraction introduced in the previous
section. Finally, Section 8 discusses related work and Section 9 concludes.
2. Background and notation
We use ‘‘:=’’ to denote ‘‘is defined as’’. We denote anonymous mappings using the lambda abstraction notation, where
λx.y maps x to y. If f : A → B and g : B → C are two mappings, we denote by gf : A → C their composition. If x ∈ A and
f : A → Bwe sometimes write fx instead of f (x), when this generates no ambiguities, to reduce cluttering. Given a mapping
f : A → B, a subset X of A and a subset Y of B, we define
f [X] := {f (x) | x ∈ X} and f −1[Y ] := {x | f (x) ∈ Y }
to denote the image and coimage mappings of f , respectively. Note that if f : A → B and g : B → C , then gf [X] = gf [X]
for all X ⊆ A and f −1g−1[Y ] = (gf )−1[Y ] for all Y ⊆ B.
Given a family {Di}i∈I of sets, we define
i∈I
Di :=

f : I →

i∈I
Di
 ∀i ∈ I, f (i) ∈ Di 
as the set of mappings that take every element of I to an element drawn from Di.
A partially ordered set (poset), denoted by ⟨P;6⟩, is a set P togetherwith a reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric relation
6 ⊆ P × P . Elements x1, x2, . . . of P form an ascending chain if x1 6 x2 6 · · · holds. A poset satisfies the Ascending Chain
Condition (ACC) if it contains no ascending chain of infinite distinct elements. A poset P is an antichain if for all x, y ∈ P we
have x 6 y only if x = y. We denote by A (P) the set of all antichains contained in P . We allow for ∅ ∈ A (P). Let S ⊆ P . An
element x ∈ S is maximal if y ∈ S and x 6 y together imply x = y. The mapping max : ℘(P) → A (P)maps each subset S
of P to the set of the maximal elements of S, if any. A poset ⟨P;6⟩ in which every pair of elements x, y ∈ P has both a least
upper bound (lub) x ∨ y and greatest lower bound (glb) x ∧ y is called a lattice. If S and S exist for any subset S of P ,
then ⟨P;6⟩ is a complete lattice.
Let ⟨P;6⟩ and ⟨Q ;⊑⟩ be two posets. Mappings α : P → Q and γ : Q → P form a Galois Connection (GC) between
the two posets if they are both monotone and: (i) x 6 γα(x) for all x ∈ P; (ii) αγ (y) ⊑ y for all y ∈ Q . Equivalently,
α(x) ⊑ y ⇐⇒ x 6 γ (y) for all x ∈ P and y ∈ Q . Recall that α preserves arbitrary lub’s, while γ preserves arbitrary glb’s.
We adopt Cousot and Cousot’s notation and write ⟨P;6⟩ −−→←−−α
γ ⟨Q ;⊑⟩when α and γ form a GC between ⟨P;6⟩ and ⟨Q ;⊑⟩.
If, in addition to forming a GC, α and γ also satisfy αγ (y) = y for all y ∈ Q , then α and γ form a Galois Insertion (GI), and we
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write ⟨P;6⟩ −−→−←−−−α
γ ⟨Q ;⊑⟩. Note that if α and γ form a GC, then the following are equivalent: (i) αγ (y) = y for all y ∈ Q ;
(ii) γ is 1-to-1; (iii) α is onto. Galois Connections are related to the notion of upper and lower closure operators. A mapping
ρ : P → P is an (upper) closure operator if it is monotone, extensive and idempotent. Lower closure operators are defined
dually. If α and γ form a GC, then γα is an upper closure operator on P , while αγ is a lower closure operator on Q . Any
closure operator ρ is determined by the set of its fixed points, which coincides with ρ[P] and is a complete lattice whenever
P is a complete lattice.
3. Abstract Interpretation
Abstract Interpretation is a framework for the approximation of the dynamics of discrete systems. The main idea is to
replace a concrete domain of computation with an abstract one and then find an abstract counterpart for each process
operating on the concrete domain. The concrete and abstract domains are generally taken to be complete lattices, with
the partial orderings capturing some notion of ‘‘precision’’. The concrete and abstract domain are then related by a Galois
Injection, that captures the notion of ‘‘approximation’’. Let ⟨P;6⟩ and ⟨P♯;6♯⟩ be two complete lattices, representing the
concrete and abstract domain, respectively. Consider a GI
⟨P;6⟩ −−→−←−−−α
γ ⟨P♯;6♯⟩.
A concrete value x ∈ P is over approximated by any x♯ ∈ P♯ such that α(x) 6♯ x♯ or, equivalently, x 6 γ (x♯). Among all
elements of P♯ that over approximate x, α(x) is the most precise. Any abstraction introduced with a GI can be split into
two separate choices: (i) the choice of a subset of concrete values used to approximate all other values; (ii) the choice of a
(computer) representation of the values chosen in step (i). If we start with a GI, step (i) consists in choosing the fixpoints
of the upper closure operator ρ on P defined as ρ := γα. Then, every concrete value x is approximated by ρ(x). Note that
ρ[P] is isomorphic to ⟨P♯;6♯⟩, the isomorphism being the restriction of α to ρ[P]. This latter mapping implements choice
(ii) above. In any GI mapping α preserves arbitrary joins and mapping γ preserves arbitrary meets. Given two closures
ρ1 = γ1α1 and ρ2 = γ2α2, we say that ρ1 is more precise of ρ2, written ρ1 6 ρ2, iff ρ1(x) 6 ρ2(x) for all x ∈ P . Equivalently,
ρ1 6 ρ2 iff ρ2[P] ⊆ ρ1[P].
3.1. Soundness and backward/forward completeness
Now take an operator f on P , i.e., a mapping f : P → P . A mapping f ♯ : P♯ → P♯ is a sound approximation of f iff
αf 6♯ f ♯α, (1)
where 6♯ is extended pointwise to maps.
Assumewe have to compute f (x) for some concrete input x ∈ P . If we have an f ♯ that satisfies (1) we can compute an over
approximation of f (x) by first abstracting x into x♯ := α(x), then computing y♯ := f ♯(x♯), finally taking the concretization
γ (y♯) ∈ P as output. Eq. (1) says that, for every concrete input x ∈ P , the ‘‘abstract computation’’ γ f ♯α(x) is indeed an over
approximation of the concrete computation f (x).
If condition (1) can be strengthened into
αf = f ♯α (2)
we say that f ♯ is a (backward) complete approximation of f . If f ♯ is a complete approximation of f the abstract computation
γ f ♯α(x) gives the most precise result that can be obtained for the given abstraction (while preserving soundness), i.e., no
other approximation is introduced beside the initial approximation of xwith α(x).
It is easy to show that (1) is equivalent to f γ 6 γ f ♯, thus soundness can be expressed using either the abstraction
mapping α, or the concretization mapping γ . This is not the case for completeness. If
f γ = γ f ♯ (3)
holds, we say that f ♯ is forward complete for f . Clearly forward completeness implies soundness, but it does not imply
completeness. Instead, whenever f is forward complete, we have the following property: if the concrete input is a fixpoint
of ρ, then the abstract computation gives the same result as the concrete one. Indeed, if x = ρ(x) and f ♯ is forward complete
for f , then
γ f ♯α(x) = f γα(x) = f ρ(x) = f (x).
The existence of an f ♯ satisfying Eq. (1) implies that ρf ρ = ρf holds. Instead, if f ♯ satisfies Eq. (3) then ρf ρ = f ρ
holds. The conjunction of ρf ρ = ρf and ρf ρ = f ρ is equivalent to f ρ = ρf , since ρρ = ρ. Thus, Eqs. (1) and (3) give
complementary information on the commutation of f and ρ. Equation ρf ρ = ρf is a reformulation of completeness as a
property that depends only on f and ρ, and not on the particular choice of representation for the fixpoints of ρ [7]. Equation
ρf ρ = f ρ, instead, says that f preserves the fixpoints of ρ, i.e., if x is a fixpoint of ρ, then so is f (x).
Now assume that we have an f ♯ that satisfies Eq. (3). Then, whenever we have an input x = ρ(x), we can compute
f ′(x) := γ f ♯α(x) and have f ′(x) = f (x). But we also know that f (x) is again a fixpoint of ρ. Thus, if we have to compute
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ff (x), we can compute f ′f ′(x) instead and obtain the same result. Thismeans that if our concrete algorithm is expressed as an
iteration of an operator (as is usual whenwe have to compute a fixpoint of that operator) we can replicate the iteration in the
abstract domain. If the iteration is started from a fixpoint of the abstraction, then at each step of the abstract iterationwewill
compute the same value of the corresponding step of the concrete iteration. Note that f ′f ′(x) = γ f ♯αγ f ♯(x) = γ f ♯f ♯α(x)
sinceαγ is the identity on P♯ in a GI. Thus the abstract iteration canwork on abstract objects, leaving the need for abstraction
and concretization only at the beginning and at the end of the iteration, respectively.
4. Mendelian consistency algorithms
In this section we introduce a set of concrete domains and operators and study some of their properties. Then we use
these domains and operators to express two existing algorithms for genotype elimination: the Lange–Goradia algorithm of
Fig. 2 and the O’Connell and Weeks algorithm presented in [11].
A pedigree contains parental and genetic information about a set of individuals. We collect the parental structure in a
quadruple ⟨I, C, f ,m⟩ where I is the set of individuals, C is a subset of I and f ,m : C → I mapping each individual in C to
her father and mother, respectively. Individuals in I \ C , whose parents are not represented in the pedigree, are called the
founders of the pedigree. For the pedigree of Fig. 1, the founders are the individuals with id in {1, 2, 3, 6}. We assume that I
is finite and C ≠ I .
We suppose that we are looking at a single locus in the genome. Let A be a finite non-empty set of alleles, ranged over
by a, b, c, . . . . We take G(A) = A × A, the set of ordered pairs of elements in A, as the set of genotypes on A. We stipulate
that if g = (a, b) ∈ G(A), then p1(g) = a is the maternal and p2(g) = b is the paternal allele, where p1, p2 : G(A) → A
are the projection functions. Note that it is customary to model genotypes as unordered pairs of alleles [1,19], since it is not
generally possible to know which allele came from which parent. However, ordered pairs are simpler and we can model
unordered pairs using the sets of genotypes we introduce later on.
Given a set G ⊆ G(A), its underlying set of alleles is given by
A(G) := {a | ∃g ∈ G : a = p1(g) or a = p2(g)} = p1[G] ∪ p2[G]. (4)
Given two genotypes g1, g2 ∈ G(A), their possible offspring according to Mendelian laws of inheritance is given by
mate(g1, g2) := A({g1})×A({g2}). (5)
Functionmate gives the set of zygote genotypes required by step a in Fig. 2. It is useful to lift this function fromG(A)×G(A)→
℘

G(A)

to ℘

G(A)
× ℘G(A)→ ℘G(A) by letting
mate∗(G1,G2) := {g | ∃g1 ∈ G1, g2 ∈ G2 : g ∈ mate(g1, g2)},
for any G1, G2 ⊆ G(A). Function mate∗ is monotone in both its arguments. Note that we have
mate∗(G1,G2) = A(G1)×A(G2). (6)
A typing of a pedigree ⟨I, C, f ,m⟩ over A is an element t of I → G(A), i.e., a mapping that assigns a genotype to each
individual in the pedigree. It is notationally convenient to also see t as a vector (t1, . . . , tn), where ti = t(i) for all i ∈ I . We
say that a typing is Mendelian if the genotype of every non-founder individual is such that her first allele comes from her
mother and her second allele comes from her father, i.e., if the genotype of every non-founder is in the possible offspring
of her parents. It is often useful to check for Mendelian consistency in a subset of the individuals in the pedigree. Since
Mendelian consistency is checked on child–father–mother triples, we first extract from a subset of individuals the set of
such triples it contains. Let P = ⟨I, C, f ,m⟩ be a pedigree and consider S ⊆ I . The triples of P contained in S are
TP(S) :=
 
c,m(c), f (c)
  c ∈ S ∩ C and f (c),m(c) ∈ S . (7)
Then a typing t of P isMendelian on S if
mendP(S, t) ≡ ∀(c, i, j) ∈ TP(S), tc ∈ mate(ti, tj). (8)
We say that a typing t on a pedigree P = ⟨I, C, f ,m⟩ isMendelian if it is Mendelian on I .
In order to formalize the algorithms that use the technique of Allele Consolidation, we have to account for the possibility
that each individual in the pedigree may use alleles of a different ‘‘kind’’. Therefore, we assume that for each individual i ∈ I
we are given a corresponding set Ai of alleles. Let A = {Ai}i∈I be the family of such sets of alleles. A generalized typing of P
over A is an element of

i∈I G(Ai). We say that A is uniform on S ⊆ I if there is a set A of alleles such that Ai = A for all i ∈ S.
The notion of Mendelian typings on S is extended to generalized typings over A, provided that A is uniform on S. Clearly a
typing is a special case of generalized typing, namely a generalized typing which is uniform on I .
We introduce the set of non-relational properties of A as the set
NR(A) =

i∈I
℘

G(Ai)

. (9)
This set plays the role the concrete domain in the Abstract Interpretation framework. If Ai = A for all i ∈ I , we write NR(A)
instead of NR(A). An element T ∈ NR(A)maps each individual i ∈ I to the (possibly empty) set T (i) ⊆ G(Ai) of her possible
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genotypes. For example, an individual iwhose genotype is made up of alleles a and b, in unknown order, will be mapped to
the set {(a, b), (b, a)}, and an individual for which no genetic information is available will be mapped to Ai × Ai = G(Ai). In
the following we adopt the vector notation for generalized typings and write Ti instead of T (i).
We introduce a partial order relation ⊑ on NR(A). We say that property T is more precise than or equal to property V ,
and we write T ⊑ V , if and only if Ti ⊆ Vi for every individual i ∈ I . The set NR(A), ordered by ⊑, is a complete lattice,
with least upper bound

given by pointwise union and greatest lower bound
Ű
given by pointwise intersection. The top
(i.e., least precise) element maps each individual i to G(Ai), while the least element is ⊥ = λi.∅, mapping each individual
to nothing and modeling an inconsistent typing. In the following we also write x ⊓ y to denoteŰ{x, y}, and similarly for ⊔.
Elements T ∈ NR(A) are meant to represent the set of all generalized typings that can be built by choosing a genotype
from the set of the possible genotypes of each individual. This is the set of all t ∈ i∈I Ai such that ti ∈ Ti for all i ∈ I . If a
property maps any individual to ∅ (i.e., no genotype at all can be assigned to her), then no generalized typing can be found
for the entire pedigree. It is useful to express this fact by means of a function kill : NR(A)→ NR(A) given by
kill(T ) :=
⊥ if ∃j ∈ I: Tj = ∅,
T otherwise,
(10)
for all T ∈ NR(A). Function kill propagates to the whole pedigree any inconsistency found for one of its members.
We say that a property T of a pedigree ⟨I, C, f ,m⟩ is fixed on a set S ⊆ I if Ti is a singleton set for all i ∈ S, i.e.
fix(S, T ) ≡ ∀i ∈ S, ∃g ∈ G(Ai) : Ti = {g}. (11)
We identify generalized typings t with properties that are fixed on the whole of I . This allows us to write t ⊑ T instead of
ti ∈ Ti for all i ∈ I .
Definition 1 (Consistent Genotype). Let P = ⟨I, C, f ,m⟩ be a pedigree, S as subset of I and A = {Ai}i∈I a family of sets of
alleles, with A uniform on S. Given a property T ∈ NR(A) and an individual i ∈ I , we say that genotype g ∈ Ti is consistent on
S if there exists a generalized typing t ⊑ T with ti = g which is Mendelian on S. A property T is consistent on S if all g ∈ Ti,
for all i ∈ I , are consistent on S. 
A pedigree consistency algorithm can be seen as function that takes a property, removes some inconsistent genotypes
from it and returns the resulting property. The ideal consistency check algorithm removes all inconsistent genotypes, and
only them. We call it filtP,S : NR(A)→ NR(A), for S ⊆ I , defined as
filtP,S(T ) := λi.{ti | t ⊑ T , mendP(S, t)}. (12)
In the following we will omit P and simply write filtS(T ).
For any S ⊆ I we have that T1 ⊑ T2 implies filtS(T1) ⊑ filtS(T2), i.e., filtS is monotone. It is clearly reductive, i.e.,
filtS(T ) ⊑ T , and it is also idempotent: filtS

filtS(T )
 = filtS(T ), so it is a lower closure operator. We also have, for any given
T ∈ NR(A), that S ⊆ Q implies filtQ (T ) ⊑ filtS(T ). As a consequence, if filtS(T ) = ⊥ for some S ⊆ I , then filtQ (T ) = ⊥ for
all S ⊆ Q ⊆ I . Clearly, filtS(T ) only depends on the values that T takes on the elements of S.
A direct computation of filtI(T ) from its definition requires the combinatorially prohibitive examination of all t ⊑ T . We
can try to attack this problem by computing the
Ű
of filtS(T ) and filtQ (T ) for some subsets S and Q of I . However, in general
we only have filtS∪Q (T ) ⊑ filtS(T ) ⊓ filtQ (T ) and the inequality may be strict.
A useful function in the definition of consistency check algorithms is function splitQ : NR(A) → A

NR(A)

, for Q ⊆ I ,
given by
splitQ (T ) := max{F ⊑ T | fix(Q , F)}. (13)
Given any Q ⊆ I , splitQ (T ) is the set of all properties F ⊑ T such that F is equal to T on I \ Q and is fixed on Q . Thus, if
Q = {i1, . . . , in}, then for each (g1, . . . , gn) ∈ Ti1 × · · · × Tin we have a property F ∈ splitQ (T ) such that Fik = gk for all
1 6 k 6 n and Fi = Ti for all i /∈ Q . In the extreme cases, split∅(T ) = {T }, and splitI(T ) is the set of all generalized typings
t ⊑ T .
The most useful uses of splitQ come from its relation with filtS , as given by the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Let P = ⟨I, C, f ,m⟩ be a pedigree, S and Q two subsets of I, A a family of sets of alleles uniform on S, and
T ∈ NR(A). Then the following holds:
filtS[splitQ (T )] = filtS(T ). (14)
Proof. By antisymmetry. The ⊑ direction comes from monotonicity of filtS . In the other direction, if filtS(T ) = ⊥, then
filtS(F) = ⊥ for all F ∈ splitQ (T ), again by monotonicity, and their join is⊥ too. So assume filtS(T ) ≠ ⊥ and take any i ∈ I
and g ∈ filtS(T )i. We have to show that there exists some F ∈ splitQ (T ) such that g ∈ filtS(F)i. Take t ⊑ T with ti = g and
mendP(S, t) and build F as
Fj =
{tj}, if j ∈ Q ;
Tj, otherwise.
Then F ∈ splitQ (T ). Moreover, t ⊑ F , so g ∈ filtS(F)i. 
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4.1. The Lange–Goradia algorithm
In this section we give a formalization of the Lange–Goradia algorithm of Fig. 2. The formalization is guided by the desire
of applying the technique of Abstract Interpretation in a natural way.
The idea of the Lange–Goradia algorithm is to remove inconsistent genotypes by focusing on one nuclear family at a
time. A nuclear family consists only of a father, a mother and their offspring. The nuclear family loop in steps 1 and 2 of
Fig. 2 actually computes filtN for the current property. As a whole, the algorithm computes a common fixed point for all
filtN , for each nuclear family N . More precisely, let NP = {N1, . . . ,Nm} be the set of nuclear families of a pedigree P , and
let T ∈ NR(A) be an initial property of P over a given set of alleles A. The algorithm computes the greatest common fixed
point of the functions filtN1 , . . . , filtNm which is also more precise than (or equal to) T . We write LGP(T ) to denote the result
of the Lange–Goradia algorithm for pedigree P , starting from the initial property T . Given a set of mappings {fj}J : X → X ,
let us denote by gfp{fj}j∈J their greatest common fixpoint, and by gfpx{fj}j∈J the greatest common fixpoint which is less than
or equal to x ∈ X . With this notation, we have
LGP(T ) := gfpT {filtN}N∈NP . (15)
According to the dual of Theorem 2.4 in [6], when applied to the finite lattice {T ′ ∈ NR(A) | T ′ ⊑ T }, the common fixed
point (15) can be computed by any chaotic iteration of functions filtN1 , . . . , filtNm starting from T . Given a mapping s : N→ N
which is fair according to the definition given in [6], the corresponding chaotic iteration {Tk}k∈N is given by T 0 = T and
T k+1 = filtNs(k+1)(T k). Then LGP(T ) =
Ű
k>0 T k.
We proceed by giving a formalization of filtN(T ) as computed by the algorithm in Fig. 2. To account for the algorithms
that use Allele Consolidation, we consider here the more general case where we are given a family of sets of alleles, one set
for each individual in the pedigree. Let P = ⟨I, C, f ,m⟩ be a pedigree and A = {Ai}i∈I be a family of sets of alleles which is
uniform on N . Step 1 of Fig. 2 can be expressed as
filtN(T ) =

filtN [split{i,j}(T )]. (16)
This can always be done, according to Proposition 2. Now we have to compute filtN(F) for some F ∈ split{i,j}(T ), which
is easier since we know that F is fixed on {i, j}. Take any child–mother–father triple (c, i, j) ∈ TP(I). We define mapping
rcij : NR(A)→ NR(A) as
rcij(F) = F [c → Fc ∩mate∗(Fj, Fi)]. (17)
This mapping ‘‘saves any child genotypes matching one of the created zygote genotypes’’, as required in the last part of step
b in Fig. 2, for the single child c. Now let N = {i, j, c1, . . . , cn} ∈ NP be a nuclear family, where i and j are the parents of c1,
. . . , cn. We define RN : NR(A)→ NR(A) by
RN = kill rcn ij · · · rc1 ij. (18)
Note that rck ij commutes with rcℓij for all 1 6 k, ℓ 6 n, so the composition on the right of (18) does not depend on the
ordering of the children in N and RN is well defined. This mapping is related to steps 1 and 2 of Fig. 2. It ‘‘saves’’ all child
genotypes compatible with the parents genotypes. If any child has no compatible genotypes, then no genotypes is saved for
all individuals, due to the final kill.
It is easy to see that, if F is fixed on {i, j}, then RN(F) = filtN(F). Thus Eq. (16) can be rewritten as
filtN(T ) =

RN [split{i,j}(T )]. (19)
This equation formalizes the way filtN is computed in the Lange–Goradia algorithm.
In general, filtI(T ) ⊑ LG(T ) and the relationmay be strict, i.e., the algorithmmaynot eliminate all inconsistent genotypes.
As shown by Lange and Goradia [8], a sufficient condition for filtI(T ) = LG(T ) is the absence of loops in the pedigree.
4.2. The O’Connell and Weeks algorithm
In this sectionwe use the operators introduced in the previous section to give a formalization of the O’Connell andWeeks
algorithm presented in [11].
The O’Connell and Weeks algorithm is able to remove all inconsistent genotypes from a property, even for a pedigree
with loops. However, the algorithm may generate a combinatorial explosion of subcases to consider.
The algorithm has the same input of the Lange–Goradia algorithm: a pedigree P = ⟨I, C, f ,m⟩ and a property T ∈ NR(A),
assuming a uniform set A of alleles for all individuals in I . Let us call OCW : NR(A) → NR(A) the function that maps an
input property T to the output property OCW(T ) according to the O’Connell and Weeks algorithm. The idea is to first find a
suitable set B ⊆ I of loop breakers. A loop breaker is an individual that is involved in a loop in the pedigree. The set Bmust
contain a loop breaker for each loop in the pedigree. Once B is found, the algorithm proceeds by adding to the pedigree a
clone for each individual in B. One of the two clones keeps the parents, but has no offspring, while the other clone keeps the
offspring, but has no parents. Clearly the modified pedigree contains no loops.
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More formally, a new pedigreeP = ⟨I ∪B, C,f ,m⟩ is built, whereB contains a new individualb (not already in I) for each
b ∈ B. To obtainmappingsf ,m : C → I∪Bwe first build a redirection function c : I → I∪B thatmaps each individual in I\B
to herself, and each b ∈ B tob. Then we letf := cf andm := cm. Note that individuals inB are automatically founders, since
they are not in C . The loop-free pedigreeP is then processed as follows. For each F ∈ splitB(T ) a corresponding propertyF onP is built, withFi = Fi for all i ∈ I andFb = Fb for all b ∈ B. Finally, LGP(F) is computed for allF ’s and all output
properties thus obtained are joined. SinceP contains no loops, we haveF ′ := LGP(F) = filtP,I∪B(F) for allF ’s. It is easy to
see thatF ′(b) = F ′(b) for all b ∈ B and that this implies that the restriction ofF ′ to I is Mendelian on I . Indeed, if F ′ is the
restriction ofF ′ to I we have F ′ = filtP,I(F).
Now, note that there is actually no need to really build pedigreeP , since LGP(F) will produce the same result as LGP(F)
restricted to I , whenever F is fixed on B. Thus we can simply define
OCWP(T ) :=

LGP [splitB(T )]. (20)
For each F ∈ splitB(T )we have LGP(F) = filtP,I(F), thus we obtain OCWP(T ) = filtP,I(T ) by Proposition 2.
5. Abstract Interpretation of genotype elimination algorithms
In this section we study the general procedure for the application of Abstract Interpretation to the formalized algorithms
given in Section 4. The main difficulty is coping with operator splitS , since its output is a set of properties. We propose the
use of a simple construction that lifts abstractions from the domain of properties to the domain of antichains of properties
with a suitable partial order.
Abstract Interpretation starts by choosing an abstract domain to replace the concrete domain of computation. However,
in our formalization we have defined several concrete domains: sets of alleles ⟨℘(A);⊆⟩, sets of genotypes ⟨℘(G(A));⊆⟩,
non-relational properties ⟨NR(A);⊑⟩. To thesewe should add the output domainA NR(A) of operator splitS defined in (13),
for whichwe have not defined a partial ordering, yet. We should find an abstract counterpart for each of these domains. This
situation is typical, and the general strategy is to exploit the fact that the concrete domains are generally related among them:
more complex domains are built from the simpler ones using some domain construction operator such as Cartesian product.
The idea is to mimic this relations among the abstract domains: start with abstractions for the simpler concrete domains,
then build the abstractions for the more complex concrete domains by using the same domain construction operators used
for the concrete domains. This is most effective if the GI used to define the abstractions for the simpler domains can be
readily lifted to the more complex domains.
In our casewe can see that the construction of concrete domains from ⟨℘(A);⊆⟩ to ⟨℘(G(A));⊆⟩ and then to ⟨NR(A);⊑⟩
is rather simple, and standard technique can be used to lift an abstraction from one domain to the other. To complete the
construction we now have to provide a partial ordering⊑d for A NR(A), turning it into a complete lattice, together with a
means of lifting GIs from ⟨NR(A);⊑⟩ to A NR(A);⊑d.
The choice of the partial order for

A

NR(A)
;⊑d is not arbitrary, but has to be coherent with the partial orderings of
the other domains. By ‘‘coherence’’, here, we mean that compositionality of soundness should be preserved. Assume we
have a concrete domain D1 for which we have already chosen a partial ordering 61, a domain D2 for which we still have
to design a partial ordering, and two concrete operators f : D1 → D2 and g : D2 → D1. Assume we then choose a partial
ordering 62 for domain D2. Now, for any abstractions ⟨D1;61⟩ −−−→−←−−−−α1
γ1 ⟨D♯1;6♯1⟩ and ⟨D2;62⟩ −−−→−←−−−−α2
γ2 ⟨D♯2;6♯2⟩ and abstract
operators f ♯ : D♯1 → D♯2 and g♯ : D♯2 → D♯1 we want that f γ1 62 γ2f ♯ (i.e., soundness of f ♯) and gγ2 61 γ1g♯ (i.e., soundness
of g♯) together imply gf γ1 61 γ1g♯f ♯ (i.e., soundness of the composite operator g♯f ♯). In this example we can easily see that
monotonicity of g is a sufficient condition for the implication to hold. In general, compositionality will be preserved if all
existing concrete operators are monotone w.r.t. the newly introduced partial ordering.
We now proceed to introduce the new partial ordering. Given a poset ⟨P;6⟩we define relation 6d between subsets of S,
Q of P given by
S 6d Q ≡ ∀x ∈ S ∃y ∈ Q : x 6 y. (21)
This kind of relation is often introduced in several contexts. Clearly S ⊆ Q =⇒ S 6d Q for any S, Q ⊆ P . Note that S 6d Q
implies

S 6

Q for all S, Q ⊆ P . Moreover, if f : P → Q is a monotone function between posets ⟨P;6⟩ and ⟨Q ;⊑⟩, then
S1 6d S2 =⇒ f [S1] ⊑d f [S2].
The 6d relation is transitive and reflexive, so it defines a pre-order, but it is not antisymmetric in general. However, if S
and Q are antichains, then the conjunction of S 6d Q and Q 6d S does imply that S = Q . Thus, relation 6d defines a partial
order if we restrict to the setA (P) of antichains of P . If ⟨P;6⟩ satisfies (ACC), then ⟨A (P);6d⟩ is isomorphic to the complete
lattice of downsets of P and thus is a complete lattice itself. Note that max S 6d S always holds, since max S ⊆ S, but when
⟨P;6⟩ satisfies (ACC) we also have S 6d max S for every S ⊆ P . This implies that S =max S for all subsets S of a poset
that satisfies (ACC).
Since we are assuming that the sets of alleles are finite we have that NR(A), or even NR(A) for a family A of sets of alleles,
is finite as well and thus satisfies (ACC). Thus

A

NR(A)
;⊑d is a complete lattice, which we adopt as the last concrete
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domain in our formalization. It is immediate that, with this partial ordering, splitS : NR(A) → A

NR(A)

is monotone for
any S and A. Apparently we do not have operators whose domain isA

NR(A)

, but using the relation

S =max S noted
above we can rewrite Eq. (19) into
filtN(T ) =

R¯N split{i,j}(T ), (22)
where R¯N = λX .max RN [X] : A

NR(A)
 → A NR(A) is monotone. Moreover, also should be regarded as a monotone
operator from A

NR(A)

to NR(A). In this way, the operations performed by the fundamental step of the Lange–Goradia
algorithm are expressed as a composition of simpler operators. Eq. (20) that defines the O’Connell andWeeks algorithm can
be also rewritten in a similar way.
Finally, we show how GCs, GIs and abstract operators already defined on a domain can be lifted to the domain of
antichains.
Lemma 3. Let ⟨P;6⟩ and ⟨Q ;⊑⟩ be two posets that satisfy (ACC). If f : P → Q is monotone, thenmax f [max S] = max f [S] for
any S ⊆ P.
Proof. Since both max f [max S] and max f [S] are antichains we can split the thesis in max f [max S] ⊑d max f [S] and
max f [S] ⊑d max f [max S].
From max S ⊆ S we get f [max S] ⊆ f [S] and then
max f [max S] ⊑d f [max S] ⊑d f [S] ⊑d max f [S],
where we have used (ACC) on ⟨Q ;⊑⟩. In the other direction, (ACC) on ⟨P;6⟩ gives S 6d max S and then monotonicity of f
ensures
max f [S] ⊑d f [S] ⊑d f [max S] ⊑d max f [max S]. 
Proposition 4. Let ⟨P;6⟩ and ⟨Q ;⊑⟩ be two posets satisfying (ACC). If
⟨P;6⟩ −−→←−−α
γ ⟨Q ;⊑⟩
then 
A

P
;6d −−−−−−−−→←−−−−−−−−
λX .maxα[X]
λY .max γ [Y ] 
A

Q
;⊑d.
If the first GC is actually a GI, then the second GC is a GI too.
Moreover, if f : P → P is a monotone function soundly approximated by a monotone g : Q → Q in the first GC, then
f¯ = λX .max f [X] is soundly approximated by g¯ = λY .max g[Y ] in the second GC. If g completely approximates f , then g¯
completely approximates f¯ .
Proof. Assume maxα[X] ⊑d Y . By (ACC) on ⟨Q ;⊑⟩we have
α[X] ⊑d maxα[X] ⊑d Y ,
thus for any x ∈ X there is y ∈ Y such that α(x) ⊑ Y . By GC we then have x 6 γ (y). Thus, by definition of 6d and (ACC) on
⟨P;6⟩,
X 6d γ [Y ] 6d max γ [Y ].
This proves half of the GC equivalence. The implication in the other direction is proved similarly.
For the claim about GIs, note that if α is surjective, then also λX .α[X] is surjective as a function from℘(P) to℘(Q ). Now
take any antichain A ∈ A (Q ). There is S ∈ ℘(P) such that A = α[S]. So
A = max A = maxα[S] = maxα[max S]
by Lemma 3. Since max S ∈ A (P), this shows that λX .maxα[X] is surjective as a function from A (P) to A (Q ), hence we
have a GI as claimed.
Now consider monotone functions f : P → P and g : Q → Q such that
αf ⊑ gα.
This implies, for any A ∈ A (P),
maxαf [A] ⊑d αf [A] ⊑d gα[A] ⊑d max gα[A].
Conclude by noting that, by Lemma 3, we have
maxαf [A] = maxαf [A] = maxαmax f [A],
and similarly for g . The final claim on completeness is proved similarly. 
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Once we have found an abstract counterpart for each concrete domain, we still have to find an abstract counterpart for
each concrete operator. The usual strategy is to proceed as follows. Assume we have a concrete operator c : D → C and we
have chosen abstractions αD : D → D♯ of its domain and αC : C → C♯ of its codomain.We try to find an abstract counterpart
of c , namely c♯ : D♯ → C♯, such that
αCc = c♯αD.
The strategy is to start with the expression on the left andmanipulate it algebraically until it takes the form of the expression
on the right, fromwhich the definition of c♯ can then be extracted. Duringmanipulation, it is not always possible tomaintain
equality. In those cases, the equality sign has to be replaced by 6C♯ (the ordering of C♯), thus loosing completeness but
keeping soundness.
In our case, the concrete operators are the mappings kill, rijk, splitS , R¯N etc. defined in Section 4 and in this section.
6. Allele partitioning abstraction
In this section we study a simple abstraction of the complete lattice ⟨℘(A);⊆⟩, where A is a given set of alleles. The
abstraction is based on partitioning the set of alleles, with the ‘‘abstract alleles’’ being blocks in the partition. Then we lift
this abstraction to the domains introduced in Section 4, following the strategy outlined in Section 5. This leads to an Abstract
Interpretation of the Lange–Goradia algorithm.
First we recall some well known facts about partitions, but recast in a notation that is more suited to our formalization.
Given a set A, we say that a partition of A is a mapping π : A → ℘(A) such that: (i) a ∈ πa for all a ∈ A, (ii) a ∈ πb
=⇒ πa = πb, for all a, b ∈ A. Equivalently, {a′ ∈ A | πa′ = πa} = πa for all a ∈ A. We write A/π instead of π [A]when π
is a partition.
Proposition 5. A mapping π : A → ℘(A) is a partition of A iff π−1[Y ] = Y for all Y ⊆ π [A].
Proof. Let us prove the ‘‘only if’’ part first. So assume π is a partition of A and take any Y ⊆ π [A]. Take any a ∈ π−1[Y ].
Then a ∈ πa ∈ Y , i.e., a ∈ πa ⊆ Y . Now take any a ∈ Y . So a ∈ y for some y ∈ Y . But since Y ⊆ π [A], then y = πb for
some b ∈ A. From a ∈ πb we then get πb = πa, since π is a partition. Hence a ∈ π−1[Y ]. Thus π−1[Y ] =  Y . Now let us
prove the ‘‘if’’ part. Take any a ∈ A and consider {πa} ⊆ π [A]. By hypothesis {a′ ∈ A | πa′ = πa} = π−1[{πa}] = πa, thus
π is a partition of A. 
Partitions of a given set A are ordered by π1 6 π2 ⇐⇒ ∀a ∈ A, π1a ⊆ π2a. We say that π1 is more refined than π2, or
thatπ2 is coarser thanπ1. With this ordering the set of all partitions of A is a complete lattice. Ifπ1 andπ2 are both partitions
of A, their join π1 ∨ π2 is the partition of A given by
(π1 ∨ π2)a = { b ∈ A | ∃c1, . . . , cn ∈ A : c1 = a, cn = b, ci+1 ∈ π1ci ∪ π2ci (∀1 6 i < n) }. (23)
If {πj}j∈J is any family of partitions of A, their meet is computed by pointwise intersection:
j∈J
πj

a =

j∈J
πja. (24)
Having defined partitions, we proceed by defining the abstractions for our concrete domains. Let A be a set of alleles and
take any partition π of A. Partition π naturally gives rise to an abstraction of ℘(A), by considering the Galois Injection
⟨℘(A);⊆⟩ −−−→−←−−−−απ
γπ ⟨℘(A/π);⊆⟩ (25)
where A/π can be regarded as a set of abstract alleles (w.r.t. π ) and
απ (B) = π [B], (26)
γπ (B♯) = π−1[B♯]. (27)
Note that, since π is obviously surjective as a function from A to A/π = π [A], then απ = λG.π [G] is also surjective as
a function from ℘(A) to ℘(A/π). Thus (25) is indeed a Galois Insertion. In addition to the normal properties of any GI,
γπ also preserves arbitrary unions of subsets of A/π , i.e., arbitrary lub’s in ⟨℘(A/π);⊆⟩. From Proposition 5 we also get
γπ (B♯) = B♯, for all B♯ ∈ ℘(A/π). In particular, γπ ({a♯}) = a♯ for any a♯ ∈ A/π . More refined partitions give rise to more
precise abstractions: π1 6 π2 =⇒ ρπ1 6 ρπ2 , where we have defined ρπi = γπiαπi for i = 1, 2.
Abstract genotypes are defined as ordered pairs of abstract alleles. For simplicity, we assume that the same partition π is
used for both paternal and maternal alleles, thus the set of abstract genotypes is G(A/π). We lift GI (25) from sets of alleles
to sets of genotypes in the following way:
℘

G(A)
;⊆ −−−→−←−−−−
α˙π
γ˙π 
℘

G(A/π)
;⊆, (28)
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where
α˙π (G) = {(πa, πb) | (a, b) ∈ G}, (29)
γ˙π (G♯) = {(a, b) | (πa, πb) ∈ G♯}. (30)
Note that α˙π and γ˙π are respectively the image and coimagemappings of the surjectivemapping λ(a, b).(πa, πb) : G(A)→
G(A/π), so they indeed define a GI and γ˙π preserves arbitrary unions. Moreover, bothmappings behave well w.r.t. Cartesian
product, i.e.,
α˙π (B× C) = απ (B)× απ (C), (31)
γ˙π (B♯ × C♯) = γπ (B♯)× γπ (C♯) (32)
for all B, C ⊆ A and B♯, C♯ ⊆ A/π . Since {(a♯, b♯)} = {a♯} × {b♯}, from (32) we can obtain an expression for γ˙π (G♯), for any
G♯ ∈ ℘G(A/π):
γ˙π (G♯) =

(a♯,b♯)∈G♯
a♯ × b♯. (33)
From Eq. (33) we can get a useful characterization of the fixpoints of ρ˙π = γ˙π α˙π . Namely, G ∈ G(A) is a fixpoint of ρ˙π iff
(a, b) ∈ G implies πa×πb ⊆ G. If G is a fixpoint of ρ˙π for some partition π of A, then it is also a fixpoint of ρ˙π ′ for all π ′ 6 π .
In the other direction, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 6. Let A be a set of alleles and π1, π2 be two partitions of A. If G ∈ ℘

G(A)

is a fixed point of both ρ˙π1 and ρ˙π2 , then
it is also a fixed point of ρ˙π1∨π2 .
Proof. Take (a, b) ∈ G.Weneed to show that (π1∨π2)a×(π1∨π2)b ⊆ G. So take a′ ∈ (π1∨π2)a and b′ ∈ (π1∨π2)b.Wewill
show that (a′, b′) ∈ G. From (23) we know there exist c1, . . . , cn, d1, . . . , dm ∈ A such that c1 = a, cn = a′, d1 = b, dm = b′,
ci+1 ∈ π1ci ∪ π2ci for all 1 6 i < n, and dj+i ∈ π1dj ∪ π2dj for all 1 6 j < m. Assume, without loss of generality, that n 6 m.
Then we can add cn+1 = · · · = cm = cn in other to have two sequences of the same length m. We prove, by induction on j,
that (cj, dj) ∈ G for all 1 6 j 6 m. The base case is (c1, d1) = (a, b) ∈ G. Now assume (cj, dj) ∈ G, with 1 6 j < m. We show
that (cj+1, dj+1) ∈ G. Since (cj, dj) ∈ G and G is a fixpoint of ρ˙π1 and ρ˙π2 , we know that π1cj×π1dj ⊆ G and π2cj×π2dj ⊆ G.
We have four cases to consider. If cj+1 ∈ π1cj and dj+1 ∈ π1dj, then (cj+1, dj+1) ∈ π1cj × π1dj ⊆ G. Similarly if cj+1 ∈ π2cj
and dj+1 ∈ π2dj. If cj+1 ∈ π1cj and dj+1 ∈ π2dj, then (cj+1, dj) ∈ π1cj × π1dj ⊆ G. So π2cj+1 × π2dj ⊆ G, since G is a fixpoint
of ρ˙π2 . Finally, (cj+1, dj+1) ∈ π2cj+1×π2dj and thus (cj+1, dj+1) ∈ G. The proof is similar for cj+1 ∈ π2cj and dj+1 ∈ π1dj, and
this concludes the proof of the induction step. In particular, we have proved that (cm, dm) = (cn, dm) = (a′, b′) ∈ G. 
Take any G ∈ ℘G(A). Proposition 6 implies that the set of all ρ˙π of which G is a fixpoint is directed. Since it is finite, it
has a maximum. Thus, for all G ∈ ℘G(A)we can refer to the less refined partition π of A such that G is a fixpoint of ρ˙π . We
will denote it by ⟨G⟩.
It is often the case that we have the abstraction G♯i ∈ ℘

G(A/πi)

of some G ∈ G(A), and we want its abstraction
G♯j ∈ ℘

G(A/πj)

for a different partition πj of A. To this end we introduce the conversion maps. Let πj, πj be two partitions
of A. The conversion mapping from πi to πj is
δπj←πi = α˙πj γ˙πi . (34)
Suppose we have G ∈ ℘G(A) which is represented exactly by G♯ ∈ ℘G(A/πi), i.e., G = γ˙πi(G♯). It is important to
recognize the cases when a conversion to a different partition πj still produces an exact representation of G. This can be
expressed by the equation γ˙πjδπj←πi(G
♯) = γ˙πi(G♯). Indeed, if G = γ˙πi(G♯) and we convert G♯ to G♯2 = δπj←πi(G♯), the above
equality gives γ˙πj(G
♯
2) = G. An obvious case is when we are converting G♯ to partition ⟨G⟩, as noted in the following lemma.
Lemma 7. Let A be a set of alleles and π be a partition of A. Take G♯ ∈ ℘G(A) and let ξ = ⟨γ˙π (G♯)⟩. Then γ˙ξ δξ←π (G♯) =
γ˙π (G♯).
Proof. Let G = γ˙π (G♯) and note that
γ˙ξ δξ←π (G♯) = γ˙ξ α˙ξ γ˙π (G♯) = ρ˙ξ (G) = G,
by definition of ξ = ⟨G⟩. 
The following lemma considers the case when we are converting from a less refined to a more refined partition.
Lemma 8. Let A be a set of alleles and π1, π2 be two partitions of A. If π2 6 π1 then γ˙π2δπ2←π1(G
♯) = γ˙π1(G♯) for all
G♯ ∈ ℘G(A/π1).
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Proof. Note that
γ˙π2δπ2←π1(G
♯) = γ˙π2 α˙π2 γ˙π1(G♯) = ρ˙π2 γ˙π1(G♯),
thus γ˙π2δπ2←π1(G
♯) ⊇ γ˙π1(G♯). But π2 6 π1 implies ρ˙π2 6 ρ˙π1 , thus we also have
γ˙π2δπ2←π1(G
♯) = ρ˙π2 γ˙π1(G♯) ⊆ ρ˙π1 γ˙π1(G♯) = γ˙π1(G♯). 
We now consider a set of useful commutation properties between the abstraction and concretization mappings we have
defined and some of the mappings introduced in Section 4.
Proposition 9. Let A be a set of alleles and π a partition of A. Let G, G1, G2 ⊆ G(A) and G♯, G♯1, G♯2 ⊆ G(A/π). The following
equations hold (for k = 1, 2):
απ (pk[G]) = pk[α˙π (G)], γπ (pk[G♯]) = pk[γ˙π (G♯)], (35)
απA(G) = Aα˙π (G), γπA(G♯) = Aγ˙π (G♯), (36)
α˙π mate∗(G1,G2) = mate∗

α˙π (G1), α˙π (G2)

, (37)
γ˙π mate∗(G
♯
1,G
♯
2) = mate∗

γ˙π (G
♯
1), γ˙π (G
♯
2)

. (38)
Proof. Consider the first equation of (35). The proof is similar for k = 1, 2, so assume k = 1. Take a♯ ∈ απ (p1[G]) = πp1[G].
So there is g ∈ G such that a♯ = πp1g , hence g♯ := (πp1g, πp2g) ∈ α˙π (G) and a♯ = p1g♯ is in p1[α˙π (G)]. Now take
a♯ ∈ p1[α˙π (G)]. So there is (a′, b′) ∈ G such that a♯ = πa′, i.e., a♯ ∈ π

p1[G]
 = απ (p1[G]). This completes the proof of the
first equation of (35). For the second equation we have
γπ (p1[G♯]) = {a ∈ A | πa ∈ p1[G♯]}
= {a ∈ A | ∃b♯ ∈ A/π : (πa, b♯) ∈ G♯}
= {a ∈ A | ∃b ∈ A : (πa, πb) ∈ G♯} by choosing any b ∈ b♯
= p1[γ˙π (G♯)].
For the first of (36) we have
απ

A(G)
 = απ (p1[G] ∪ p2[G])
= απ (p1[G]) ∪ απ (p2[G]) since απ preserves ∪
= p1[α˙π (G)] ∪ p2(α˙π [G]) by (35)
= Aα˙π (G),
and similarly for the second.
For (37) we have
α˙π

mate∗(G1,G2)
 = α˙π A(G1)×A(G2)
= απ

A(G1)
× απ A(G2) by (31)
= Aα˙π (G1)×Aα˙π (G2) by (36)
= mate∗α˙π (G1), α˙π (G2).
Eq. (38) is proved similarly, using (32). 
In the next step, we lift (28) to NR(A) for a given set A of alleles. We allow for a different allele partitioning for each i
in a given set I of individuals, thus we assume we are given a family π = {πi}i∈I of partitions of A. Let Aπ = {A/πi}i∈I . We
have 
NR(A);⊑ −−−→−←−−−−απγπ NR(Aπ);⊑, (39)
where
απ (T ) = λi.α˙πi(Ti), (40)
γπ(T ♯) = λi.γ˙πi(T ♯i ). (41)
Both απ and γπ commute with kill, as we prove in the following proposition.
Proposition 10. Let A be a set of alleles, I a set of individuals and π = {πi}i∈I a family of partitions of A. The following hold:
απ kill = killαπ, (42)
γπ kill = kill γπ. (43)
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Proof. In any GC the abstraction mapping is strict, thus α˙π (⊥) = ⊥, where ⊥ = λi.∅ for both the concrete and abstract
domains. In any GI (α, γ )with a strict γ we also have x = ⊥ ⇐⇒ α(x) = ⊥ and y = ⊥ ⇐⇒ γ (y) = ⊥. This is indeed
the case for GI (28), since γ˙π (∅) = {(a, b) | (πa, πb) ∈ ∅} = ∅.
Now consider (42). Take any T ∈ NR(A) and any i ∈ I . If there is any j ∈ I such that Tj = ∅, then also α˙πj(Tj) = ∅ and
thus απ

kill(T )
 = απ(⊥) = ⊥ = killαπ(T ). On the contrary, if Tj ≠ ∅ for all j ∈ I then απ(T )j = α˙πj(Tj) ≠ ∅ for all j ∈ I .
Thus απ

kill(T )
 = απ(T ) = killαπ(T ).
The proof for (43) is similar. 
Conversion mappings (34) can also be lifted to properties. Let σ = {σi}i∈I and π = {πi}i∈I be two families of partitions of
A, Aπ = {A/πi}i∈I and Aσ = {A/σi}∈I . We define δσ←π : NR(Aπ)→ NR(Aσ) as
δσ←π(T ) = λi.δσi←πi(Ti). (44)
Finally, we lift (39) to A

NR(A)

using Proposition 4. We have
A

NR(A)
;⊑d −−−→−←−−−−
α¯π
γ¯π 
A

NR(Aπ)
;⊑d, (45)
where
α¯π(S) = maxαπ[S], (46)
γ¯π(S♯) = max γπ[S], (47)
for any S ∈ A NR(A).
We have a useful commutation property for function splitS , for any S ⊆ I . First we need the following lemma.
Lemma 11. Let A be a set of alleles, I a set of individuals, π = {πi}i∈I a family of partitions of A, S ⊆ I and T ∈ NR(A). We have
απ[{F ⊑ T | fix(S, F)}] = {F ♯ ⊑ απ(T ) | fix(S, F ♯)}.
Proof. Take F ♯ from the set on the left, so that F ♯ = απ(F) for some F ⊑ T such that fix(S, F) holds. Then F ♯ = απ(F) ⊑
απ(T ) by monotonicity of απ . Now take any i ∈ S. We have F ♯i = απ(F)i = α˙πi(Fi) = α˙πi
{(a, b)} for some (a, b) ∈ G(A).
So F ♯i = {(πia, πib)} is a singleton, hence fix(S, F ♯) holds. This shows that F ♯ is in the set on the right.
Now take F ♯ in the set on the right, so that F ♯ ⊑ απ(T ) and fix(S, F ♯) holds. Then F ′ := γπ(F ♯) ⊑ T by GC. Consider any
i ∈ S. We have F ′i = γ˙πi(F ♯i ) = γ˙πi
{(a♯i , b♯i )} for some a♯i , b♯i ∈ A/πi. Choose any ai ∈ a♯i and bi ∈ b♯i . Then
α˙πi
{(ai, bi)} = {(πiai, πibi)} = {(a♯i , b♯i )} = F ♯i .
Thus, by letting Fi = {(ai, bi)} for all i ∈ S and Fi = F ′i otherwise, we have found F ⊑ γπ(F) ⊑ T such that F is fixed on S and
F ♯ = απ(F). This shows that F ♯ is in the set on the left. 
Proposition 12. Let A be a set of alleles, I a set of individuals, π = {πi}i∈I a family of partitions of A, and S ⊆ I . We have
α¯π splitS = splitS απ. (48)
Proof. Take any T ∈ NR(A). We have
α¯π splitS(T ) = maxαπ[max{F ⊑ T | fix(S, F)}] by def. (46) and (13)
= maxαπ[{F ⊑ T | fix(S, F)}] by Lemma 3
= max{F ♯ ⊑ απ(T ) | fix(S, F ♯)}) by Lemma 11
= splitS απ(T ). 
We do not have the analogous of (48) for γ¯π . The reason is that γπ(F ♯) is not fixed on S in general, even if F ♯ is.
6.1. Abstract Interpretation of LG
In this section we produce an abstract counterpart LGπ for the LG algorithm of Section 4.1, given an allele partitioning
abstraction of theNR(A)domain, as introduced in Section 6. The abstraction is parametric on a familyπ = {πi}i∈I of partitions
of the set of alleles A. The abstract LGπ is used to implement an abstract computation γπ LGπ απ . We will ensure that LGπ is
sound, i.e., that απ LG(T ) ⊑ LGπ απ(T ) for all input T ∈ NR(A). Soundness and GC (39) implies that
LG(T ) ⊑ γπαπ LG(T ) ⊑ γπ LGπ απ(T ).
Thus, if for some i ∈ I and g ∈ Ti we have g /∈ γπ LGπ απ(T )i, then we also have g /∈ LG(T )i. In words, this means that the
abstract computation γπ LGπ απ only removes genotypes that are removed by LG also. Since LG only removes inconsistent
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genotypes, the abstract computation is thus a Mendelian consistency algorithm. However, due to the⊑ inequality above, it
may not remove all the inconsistent genotypes that are removed by LG.
The stronger completeness property is expressed by
απ LG(T ) = LGπ απ(T ) for all T ∈ NR(A),
and implies γπαπ LG(T ) = γπ LGπ απ(T ). Note that even a complete LGπ may not remove all the inconsistent genotypes that
are removed by LG. Rather, completeness ensures that if some g ∈ Ti has not been removed by the abstract computation,
then there exists a g ′ ∈ πig which is not removed by LG. Perhaps more importantly, completeness also implies that if
LG(T ) = ⊥, then also γπ LGπ απ(T ) = ⊥. Thus, if an error is detected by the concrete computation it is also detected by the
abstract one.
An even stronger property is exactness, for which LG = γπ LGπ απ(T ). In this case, the abstract computation removes all
the genotypes removed by LG. We can achieve a limited form of exactness if we ensure forward completeness, i.e.,
LG γπ(T ♯) = γπ LGπ(T ♯) for all T ♯ ∈ NR
{A/πi}i∈I.
Recall from Section 3 that forward completeness implies exactness for those input T that satisfy γπαπ(T ) = T , i.e., for the
fixed points of ρπ .
We now try to obtain a sound Abstract Interpretation of LG, given a family π = {πi}i∈I of allele partitions, one for each
individual in a pedigree. We find abstractions for the functions used in the LG algorithm, as formalized in Section 4.1. For
each function we directly give the corresponding abstract counterpart, while the algebraic manipulation from which it had
been extracted is turned into a proof of soundness.
Proposition 13. Let P = ⟨I, C, f ,m⟩ be a pedigree, A a set of alleles, π = {πi}i∈I a family of partitions of A and Aπ = {A/πi}i∈I .
For any (c, i, j) ∈ TP(I), define function rπcij : NR(Aπ)→ NR(Aπ) as
rπcij := λT ♯.T ♯

c → T ♯c ∩mate∗

δπc←πi(T
♯
i ), δπc←πj(T
♯
j )

. (49)
For any nuclear family N = {i, j, c1, . . . , cn} ∈ NP with parents i and j, define functions R¯πN : A

NR(Aπ)
 → A NR(Aπ)
and filtπN : NR(Aπ)→ NR(Aπ) given by
R¯πN := λX .max RπN [X], (50)
filtπN := λT ♯.

R¯πN split{i,j}(T
♯) (51)
where RπN := kill rπcnij · · · rπc1ij.
Finally define function LGπ : NR(Aπ)→ NR(Aπ) as
LGπ := λT ♯.gfp⊑T ♯{filtπN}N∈NP . (52)
The following inequalities hold for all T ∈ NR(A).
απrx(T ) ⊑ rπx απ(T )
∀x ∈ TP(I), (53)
α¯πR¯N(T ) ⊑ R¯πNαπ(T ) (∀N ∈ NP), (54)
απ filtN(T ) ⊑ filtπN απ(T ), (55)
απ LG(T ) ⊑ LGπ απ(T ). (56)
Proof. For (53), take any child–mother–father triple (c, i, j) ∈ TP(I). We have
απrcij(T ) = απ

T

c → Tc ∩mate∗(Ti, Tj)

by definition (17)
= απ(T )

c → α˙πc

Tc ∩mate∗(Ti, Tj)

since απ is defined pointwise in (40)
⊑ απ(T )

c → α˙πc (Tc) ∩ α˙πc

mate∗(Ti, Tj)

by monotonicity of απc
= απ(T )

c → α˙πc (Tc) ∩mate∗

α˙πc (Ti), α˙πc (Tj)

by (48)
⊑ απ(T )

c → α˙πc (Tc) ∩mate∗

α˙πc ρ˙πi(Ti), α˙πc ρ˙πj(Tj)

by GI (28) and monotonicity of mate∗
= απ(T )

c → α˙πc (Tc) ∩mate∗

δπc←πi α˙πi(Ti), δπc←πj α˙πj(Tj)

by definition (34)
= rπcijαπ(T ).
From (42) and repeated application of (53) we get απRN(T ) ⊑ RπNαπ(T ) for all N ∈ NP , and then (54) from Proposition 4.
To prove (55) first note that, if X ⊆ NR(A), then
απ

X

=

απ[X] =

maxαπ[X] =

α¯π(X). (∗)
Then obtain (55) by (∗), (54) and (48). Finally, (56) follows from well known fixpoint approximation theorems. 
Proposition 13 guarantees soundness, but not completeness. The main reason lies in the incompleteness of the απ
abstraction w.r.t. set intersection: for generic G, H ∈ G(A) we have that α˙π (G ∩ H) ⊆ α˙π (G) ∩ α˙π (H) and the inclusion
may be strict.
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6.2. Forward completeness
In this section we show that the Abstract Interpretation introduced in Section 6.1 of operator filtN is exact under certain
conditions, even if it is not complete. We show exactness by producing the conditions under which filtπN , for any nuclear
family N , is forward complete w.r.t. filtN . Unfortunately this property is not obtained compositionally, since we do not have
commutation of γπ with splitS . We need the following lemma.
Lemma 14. Let A be a set of alleles and π a partition of A. Let g♯1 , g
♯
2 , g
♯
3 ∈ G(A/π) such that g♯1 ∈ mate(g♯2, g♯3). Then:
(i) for all g1 ∈ G(A) such that πg1 = g♯1 , there exist g2, g3 ∈ G(A) such that πg2 = g♯2 , πg3 = g♯3 and g1 ∈ mate(g2, g3);
(ii) for all g2, g3 ∈ G(A) such that πg2 = g♯2 and πg3 = g♯3 , there exists g1 ∈ G(A) such that πg1 = g♯1 and g1 ∈ mate(g2, g3).
Proof. Let us consider (i). Note that πg = g♯ ⇐⇒ g ∈ γ˙π ({g♯}). Now rewrite g♯1 ∈ mate(g♯2, g♯3) as {g♯1} ⊆ mate∗({g♯2},
{g♯3}). The thesis then follows from monotonicity of γ˙π and (38):
γ˙π ({g♯1}) ⊆ γ˙π

mate∗({g♯2}, {g♯3})
 = mate∗γ˙π ({g♯2}), γ˙π ({g♯3}).
Now consider (ii). Note that
mate(g♯2, g
♯
3) = mate∗({g♯2}, {g♯3})
= mate∗α˙π ({g2}), α˙π ({g3})
= α˙π

mate∗({g2}, {g3})

by (37)
= α˙π

mate(g2, g3)

.
Thus g♯1 ∈ α˙π

mate(g2, g3)

, i.e., it is g♯1 = πg1 for some g1 ∈ mate(g2, g3). 
Proposition 15. Let everything be as in Proposition 13 and take N ∈ NP . If there is a partition σ of A such that πi = σ for all
i ∈ N, then the following holds:
filtN γπ = γπ filtπN . (57)
Proof. The proof is by antisymmetry. The⊑ direction is equivalent to (55), so consider the other direction. First note that,
sinceπi = σ for all i ∈ N , the family Aπ is uniform onN . Moreover, for any (c, i, j) ∈ TP(N), we have that rπ(c,i,j) (49) becomes
equal to rcij (17), since δπc←πi = δπc←πj = ασγσ are identity maps. Thus, also R¯πN (51) becomes equal to R¯N , and finally filtπN
(51) is equal to filtN as computed in (19).
Now take any T ♯ ∈ NR(Aπ), any ıˆ ∈ I and any gıˆ ∈ γ˙πıˆ

filtπN(T
♯)ıˆ
 = γ˙πıˆfiltN(T ♯)ıˆ. We need to show that
gıˆ ∈ filtN

γπ(T ♯)

ıˆ. By definition (30) we know there is g
♯
ıˆ ∈ G(A/πıˆ) such that πıˆgıˆ = g♯ıˆ and g♯ıˆ ∈ filtN(T ♯)ıˆ. Thus, by
definition (12), there also is t♯ ⊑ T ♯ such that t♯ıˆ = g♯ıˆ and mendP(N, t♯) holds. We need to find a t ⊑ γπ(T ♯) such that
tıˆ = gıˆ and mendP(N, t) holds. We proceed by cases. Assume first that ıˆ = ckˆ for some 1 6 kˆ 6 n. Since t♯ is Mendelian on
N , we know T ♯ckˆ ∈ mate(T
♯
i , T
♯
j ). Build t as follows:
• let tckˆ = gıˆ;
• by Lemma 14(i), we can always choose gi, gj ∈ G(A) such that σgi = T ♯i , σgj = T ♯j and g ∈ mate(gi, gj), so choose them
and let ti = gi, tj = gj;
• for all 1 6 k 6 n, k ≠ kˆ, use Lemma 14(ii) to choose a gk such that σgk = T ♯ck and gk ∈ mate(gi, gj), then let tck = gk.
• for all ℓ ∉ N , choose any gℓ ∈ γ˙πℓ(T ♯ℓ ) and let tℓ = gℓ;
Then t satisfies all the requirements. It is clear that we can build t in a similar way in all remaining cases: if ıˆ = i let t ıˆ = gıˆ,
mapping j to any g ∈ γ˙σ (T ♯j ) and complete t as appropriate; operate similarly for ıˆ = j; finally, if ıˆ /∈ N , start by choosing
any gi ∈ γ˙σ (T ♯i ) and gj ∈ γ˙σ (T ♯j ). 
Note that backward completeness still does not hold, even in the more stringent hypothesis of Proposition 15.
7. Allele Consolidation
In this section we use the abstraction introduced in Section 6 to give a formalization of two existing algorithms for Allele
Consolidation. Only intuitive justifications had been provided for these algorithms, while our formalization gives a formal
proof of their correctness. In Section 7.1 we describe the algorithm used in the PedCheck tool [13] and show that it is an
instance of the Abstract Interpretation of Section 6. In Section 7.2 we give a formal description of the algorithm of [5] and
show that it is forward complete with respect to the Abstract Interpretation of Section 6.
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Let P = ⟨I, C, f ,m⟩ be a pedigree, A be a set of alleles, T ∈ NR(A) and U ⊆ I a set of untyped individuals.
A. Let ℓi = A \ trsmP(i) for all i ∈ I , where
trsmP(i) =

j∈Ci\U
A(Tj) ∪

j∈Ci∩U
trsmP(j) (58)
and
Ci = {j ∈ I | f (j) = i orm(j) = i}. (59)
B. Let π = {lumpℓi}i∈I , where, for any ℓ ⊆ A and a ∈ A,
lumpℓ a =

ℓ, if a ∈ ℓ;
{a}, otherwise. (60)
C. Return γπ LGπ απ(T ).
Fig. 3. The PedCheck algorithm.
7.1. The PedCheck algorithm
Allele Consolidation, as implemented in PedCheck [12,13], can be understood as a special case of the partition abstraction
developed above. In Allele Consolidation some alleles are ‘‘lumped together’’ into a single (lumped) allele. The set of alleles
that are lumped together may be different for each individual, i.e., for each individual i ∈ I there is a set ℓi ⊆ A of alleles that
are replaced by a single lumped allele, which we can identify with ℓi itself. Genotypes containing one or both of the lumped
alleles then are lumped together accordingly. More precisely, let P = ⟨I, C, f ,m⟩ be a pedigree and A a set of alleles. For
each individual i ∈ I choose ℓi ⊆ A. The corresponding partition πi has a block ℓi (if ℓi ≠ ∅) and, for all a /∈ ℓi, a block {a}.
Let π = {πi}i∈I . Then, any concrete property T ∈ NR(A) is abstracted into απ(T ). The idea is to reduce the computational
cost of Eq. (19) by reducing the number of pairs of genotypes that have to be considered, since the size of α˙πi(Ti)× α˙πj(Tj)
is smaller than the size of Ti × Tj in general. In [12] and [5] it is shown that this algorithm is considerably faster than the
original Lange–Goradia algorithm. However, it is not able to remove all the inconsistent genotypes that the Lange–Goradia
algorithm removes [5].
The PedCheck algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. The algorithm requires that each individual is tagged as either typed or
untyped, so we assume we are given as input the set U ⊆ I of individuals that are tagged as untyped. In the input
property T , typed individuals are typically mapped to a single genotype (or two, if the genotype is not homozygous and
phase information is not available), while untyped individuals are mapped to the set G(A), but this is not a requirement. The
lumped alleles in step A are computed as follows (see [12]). Lumping is performed for untyped individuals only (i.e., ℓi = ∅
for all i /∈ U). Let i ∈ U . First, the set of the alleles ‘‘transmitted’’ by i is computed. This set is computed by collecting the
alleles of the first typed individuals found among the descendants of i. This is encoded in themapping trsmP : U → ℘(A) (58)
in Fig. 3. The set Ci contains all the children of i. The expression (58) collects all the alleles of the typed children of i, and
descends recursively on the untyped ones. The recursion stops when Ci ∩ U = ∅, i.e., when we meet an individual who
has no untyped children (at most we stop at individuals with no children at all). The lumped allele ℓi contains all the alleles
that are not transmitted, i.e., ℓi = A \ trsmP(i). In step B we simply translate each lumped allele into a partition of the set of
alleles. The vector π thus obtained is used in step C, where LGπ is the mapping defined in Proposition 13. This immediately
implies that the algorithm is a sound abstraction of LG.
The algorithm has to consider child–mother–father triples with genotypes sets each using a different partition of the set
of alleles. In Proposition 13 this problem is solved in Eq. (49) by converting the genotypes of the parents to the partition of the
child. In the actual implementation of the algorithm in [12], instead, the authors introduce the notion of ‘‘fuzzy inheritance’’:
a child genotype is considered a possible zygote of the genotypes of the parents iff the maternal abstract allele of the child
includes one of the abstract alleles of the mother, and similarly for the paternal abstract allele. However, when individual
partitions are chosen according to the strategy outlined above, checking for fuzzy inheritance is easily seen to be equivalent
to first converting the abstract alleles of the parents to the partition used by the child and then checking for equality, as we
do in Eq. (49). This is due to the fact that the partition of each child is always less refined than the partitions of both her
parents.
Note that the soundness of the algorithm, or even its completeness, does not mean that it is able to remove all the
genotypes that are removed by LG (see Section 6.1). Indeed, even if the algorithm starts with an exact representation for
each genotype set in the pedigree, representations tend to be more and more approximate after each iteration of filtπN .
7.2. Adaptive Allele Consolidation
Adaptive Allele Consolidation [5] uses the abstract operator filtπN defined in Proposition 13, Eq. (50), in a chaotic iteration.
However, the family of partitionsπ is dynamically changed at each iteration in order to satisfy two competing requirements:
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Let P = ⟨I, C, f ,m⟩ be a pedigree, A a set of alleles and T ∈ NR(A). Assume NP = {N1, . . . ,Nm} is the set of
nuclear families of P and let s : N→ N be a chaotic strategy.
A. Let
ξ0 = {⟨Ti⟩}i∈I and S0 = αξ0(T ). (61)
B. For each k > 0 let
ξk+1 = {⟨γ˙σk(V k)i⟩}i∈I and Sk+1 = δξk+1←σk(V k), (62)
where
V k = filtNs(k) δσk←ξk(Sk), (63)
and σk = {σ ki }i∈I where
σ ki =

ξ ki if i /∈ Ns(k),
j∈Ns(k) ξ
k
j if i ∈ Ns(k). (64)
C. Letm > 0 be the minimum index such that Sm = Sm+1. Return γξm(Sm).
Fig. 4. The Adaptive Allele Consolidation algorithm.
(i) prefer less refined partitions, so that abstract genotype sets are smaller; (ii) always represent genotype sets exactly. In [5]
the author and his coworkers have shown that this algorithm has execution times that are comparable to those of the
PedCheck algorithm, while retaining the same precision of the Lange–Goradia algorithm.
The algorithm is shown in Fig. 4. The input consists of a pedigree P , a set of alleles A, a chaotic strategy s and an initial
property T ∈ NR(A). The algorithm computes the limit of the sequence of abstract properties S0, S1, . . . defined in Eqs. (61)
and (62) . Each property Sk is abstracted using a vector of partitions ξk which is recomputed at each step. In step A the initial
vector ξ 0 is built by applying operator ⟨·⟩, defined in Section 6, to each component of T . We recall that, for any G ∈ ℘(G(A)),
the expression ⟨G⟩ denotes the less refined partitionπ such thatG = ρπ (G). The initial abstract property S0 is the abstraction
of T through αξ0 . In step B the algorithm examines the nuclear families of the pedigree, according to the order given by the
chaotic strategy s. For each k it first computes an intermediate vector of partitions σk using Eq. (64). Eq. (64) assigns a
common partition to all members of nuclear family Ns(k). Eq. (63) then converts the abstract property Sk to the vector of
partitions σk and filters the results using operator filtNs(k) as defined in (19). The purpose of conversion δσk←ξk is to start the
computation of filtNs(k) with the genotype sets of all i ∈ Ns(k) partitioned in the same way, so that Proposition 15 applies,
guaranteeing an exact result. The resulting abstract property V k is then used to obtain the new vector of partitions ξk+1
and the corresponding abstract property Sk+1 using Eqs. (62). The purpose of conversion δξk+1←σk , frommore refined to less
refined partitions, is to represent each genotype set with as few abstract genotypes as possible, in order to reduce the cost
of the following filtNs(k+1) in the iteration.
The following proposition shows that the each step of the abstract iteration (64) computes the same result of the
corresponding step of the concrete iteration.
Proposition 16. Let P = ⟨I, C, f ,m⟩ be a pedigree, A a set of alleles and T 0 ∈ NR(A). Let s : N → N be a chaotic strategy and
T k+1 = filtNs(k)(T k) be the corresponding iterates of LG. Then, for all k > 0, we have γξk(Sk) = T k.
Proof. By induction on k.
For k = 0 we have γξ0(S0) = γξ0αξ0(T 0) = T 0 by construction of ξ0.
Assume the thesis holds for k. Then, by (62),
γξk+1(S
k+1) = γξk+1δξk+1←σk(V k).
By a pointwise application of Lemma 7 for each i ∈ I we see that the right member of the above equation is equal to γσk(V k).
Then we have
γξk+1(S
k+1) = γσk(V k)
= γσk filtNs(k) δσk←ξk(Sk) by definition (63)
= filtσkNs(k) γσkδσk←ξk(Sk) by Proposition 15
= filtNs(k) γσkδσk←ξk(Sk)
where the last equality holds since, according to definition (64), σk is uniform on Ns(k) and thus filtσ
k
Ns(k)
= filtNs(k) . Now by
definition (64) we see that σ ki 6 ξ
k
i for each i ∈ I . By applying Lemma 8 to each component of the argument of filtNs(k) in the
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last expression above we get
γξk+1(S
k+1) = filtNs(k) γξk(Sk)
= filtNs(k)(T k) by induction hypothesis
= T k+1,
by definition of T k+1. 
The algorithm is thus not only sound but also exact, where ‘‘exactness’’ is defined as in Section 6.1.
8. Related work
The main focus of the paper is on formalization and Abstract Interpretation of existing genotype elimination algorithms.
Indeed, one of the purposes of Abstract Interpretation, from its introduction in [2], has been to provide a unifying
framework for several algorithms. This generally gives greater insight into the behavior of the algorithms and may suggest
improvements and generalization. Initial work on formalization has led the author and his coworkers to produce a much
more efficient implementation of the Lange–Goradia algorithm [4].
We have concentrated on the problem of genotype elimination, as defined in [8]. This consists in eliminating those
genotypes for which no Mendelian typing can be found which is compatible with the initial lists of possible genotypes.
We have examined some of the most widely used algorithms for this problem, but there exist other proposals [18] which
we do not address and are left for future work. Several other algorithms [14,10], instead, have been proposed for a related,
but different, problem: starting from a pedigree in which every individual is either typed (i.e., she has a known genotype) or
untyped, find a genotype for each untyped individual so that the whole typing is Mendelian. These algorithms are outside
the scope of this paper.
Formalizations of the problem of finding a single typing for the whole pedigree already exist [1,19]. These formalizations
have been introduced for the purpose of studying computational complexity. They clearly have to introduce similar basic
notions, but then depart from our formalization. In particular, we have to introduce partial orderings and operators, so that
meaningful abstractions can be formulated. Both [1] and [19] define genotypes by capturing the fact that the origin (paternal
or maternal) of the alleles is generally unknown. We have found that, at least for our purposes, this was an unnecessary
complication: a typing should represents what really happened, with each allele coming from a definite parent, while what
is actually known is expressed using the non-relational properties introduced in Section 4 (indeed, the relation between the
domain of non-relational properties and the domain of properties of typings is an Abstract Interpretation). Moreover, even if
the origin of the alleles may be unknown when we look at a genotype in isolation, it may sometimes be deduced by looking
at other genotypes in the pedigree. The data structure we use should be able to express this knowledge, when available.
Partitioning abstractions have been studied in [16] in the context of model checking. In this paper we show an use of this
abstraction in a completely different context. Forward completeness is studied froma theoretical point of view in [15]. In this
paperwe give a practical, realworld example of an algorithm that is forward complete.Wehave found forward completeness
together with the use of partitioning abstractions, as in [17]. This is probably due to the fact that in partitioning abstractions
the concretization function preserves joins, and thusmay have propertieswhich aremore typically found for the abstraction
function.
9. Conclusions
We have given a formalization of some of the most widely used algorithms for the problem of genotype elimination
in pedigrees. The formalization enables the application of Abstract Interpretation techniques to these algorithms. We have
then shown the suitability of the formalization by designing a particular Abstract Interpretation based on family of partitions
of the set of alleles. Finally, we have shown that two existing proposals for Allele Consolidation, namely the PedCheck
algorithm [12] and the Adaptive Allele Consolidation algorithm [5], can be understood in this framework as being Abstract
Interpretations of the Lange–Goradia algorithm. This gives a formal proof of the correctness of the PedCheck algorithm, for
which only intuitive justifications had been previously given. A proof of correctness was already available for the Adaptive
Allele Consolidation algorithm [5]. However, our analysis has shown that the algorithm is an example of a forward complete
abstraction, thus giving a more general explanation for its precision.
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